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ABSTRACT
One of a series of sixteen knowledge transformation

papers, this paper examines the problems, issuei, and needs of

vocational educators as they develop and implement individualized
'education programs (IEPs) for. handicapped children. First, a general
discussion of'an IRV gives its five components (present Ievsl of
educational performance, annual goals, educational services,
iditiation date and duration of such services, and evaluation
criteria and procednres)-, guidelines for identification/diagnosis of
individual needs, use of observation and testing, and its assessment

, of pSychcmotor, cognitive,' and alfective skills. Steps are listed for

vocational ,educators to follow in IEP prelparation as well as

specifications for its implementation. Then, critical issues and
problems are identified, such as lack of teacher preparaiet,
insufficient funding, and nonsupportive attitudes. Areas requiring
change.to accommodate IEP in the,vocationWteducation delivery system

are delineated, including flexible student scheduling, release time

for teachers, and preservice and inservice teacher education. Various

research and development projects related to IEP are described. To
eliminate duplication and problems, it is.reccmmended that
information on both effective and ineffective development and
implementation be, disseminated. At the end, guidelines are provided

for the successful development of an IEP by vocational educators. The

three appendixes coutfain samples of an individualized education plan
and chart and IEP (ELG)
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FOREWORD

Unlike most federal education measures which take a "hands off" approach to

directing state Fia local education agencies in how they are- teilake action,

P. L. 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act, specifies.in/

' detail hoW the.individuAlized education program (IENshall be,develoOd

at the local leVel. Prior to the enactment of P. L. 94,i42 the responsi-

bility for education of the handicapped was largely that .of special. educators.

Responsibility for identifying and educating handicapped persons'ages,3 to 18

and,. by.1980, ages 3 to 21, has become the responibility of-all-educators.

P. L. 94-482, .the 1976 Education Amendments, provides for that law's compat

bility.with the requirements'bf 94-142'. VOcational educators are ex-

pected to be members of the 1EP development team without the advantages of

training for, and experience with teaching vocational education to handicapped

persons. This paper provides for -extending the knowledge and understanding

baseof'voCationaleducaters in"developing-the IEP. In addition, it provides

an awareness of the diversity of needs of handicapped perons and facilitakes

the first step of a.series of steps which vocational educators should cont

,-. to-pursue in this important responsibility, to provide free, public education

to all individuals.

"Development of Individualized Edpcation Programs (IEPs) for-the Handicapped

in Vocational Education" is one of a series of 16,papers- produced during the

first year of the National-Center's knowledge transformatien program. The

16 papers are cOneentrated.in the four theme areas emphasized under the

National Center contract: special needs-subpopulations, sex fAirness, planning,

and evaluation- in vocational education. The review and synthesis of research

in each topic area is intended to communicate knowledge-and suggest applications

Papers- should be of interest a all vocational educators, including adminis-

trators, researchers, federal agency personnel, and the National Center staff.

Theprofession is indebted to Dr.- Lorella A. McKinney and Ms. DonnalIN,Seay

for their scholarship in preparing the paper. Recognition is a10 dug Dr.

Marc Hull, Vermont Division of Special Education, Dr. Alan Abeson, ERIC,

Clearinghouse for Gifted and Exceptional Children, and Mr. Dallas Ator, 1t-he

National_ Center for Research in-Vocational Education, for their critical

review of the manuscript. :Dr. Carol P. Kowle, research specialist, supervised.

the publication of- the series. Ms. Jo-Ann Cherry coordinated editing and

production.

J

Robert. E. Taylor
Executive Director
National Center for kesearch
in Vocational. Education
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INTRODUCTION

12ublic Law 94'-142 Education,for A

fRegoently referred to as landmark legi

mandate a.free, appropriate public edu

ages 3 td 18 bySeptember 1, 1978t and _

Handicapped CHildrpn Act .(1= 5),

ion which assures by national

ion to every . handicapped individual,

to 21 by September I, 1980.,

In the legislation handicapped children are defined as children whb are:

4

mentally retarded, hard of hearing4,deaf,-speech impaired, visually

handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, orthopedically im-

pdired, other health impaired, deaf - blind, multihandicapped, or as

having specific Iearnfpg disabilities, who because of those

impairmentsvieed special education and related services. ("Education

of Handicapped Children," Federal Register. kipst 1977) ,

This law marks a major federal commitment nd a culmination of the "quiet

iLevolution." Aheson (1976) refers to thig "quiet revolution' as the period

"in which the .battle cry for public policy advance changed'from charitable

solicitations to a declaration of rights" (p. 5).

Learning thtory consistent with American philosophy of education since the

time of John Dewey has-referred frequently to the ..deal of developing eioeA-

.tional programs t6 meet individual needs. Variations of this ideal have taken'

the form of grouping by age, grouping .by aptitude, team teaching, computer .

assisted instruction, and other inuividualized technique, . During the latt

two decades prior to 1975, elementary and secondary schools developed special

education programs to accommodate thop children having uniquely individual.,

learning needs. Special-- education programs ate 'snecially designed instruction

it no cost to parents or guardians) to meet the,unique needs of a handicapped

child, inclUdin',1 .classroom instruction, instruction in physical education,

home instruction, and Instruction in hospitals and institutions. As a result,

diagnostic and prescriptive educational programscoMbining evaluation and

programming have emerged within .special education.

It i in the context of meeting individual needs via free, appropriate edu,

tion for all handicapped children that P. L. 94-142was framed and passed.

.clear.progression is inherent in the.law as Torres (1977) state's:-

A child is. handicapped because he or she requires special educa-

tion and related services -; special education' is the specially

designed instruction to meet that child's unique needs; and

related services 414e those additional services necessary in order

for the child to benefit from special educational instruction. (p. 4)

The Education Amendment~.. of 1976.(P. L. 94-482) specify that the vocational

-education amendments are compatible with the requirements of P. E. 94£142. It



is clear, therefore, that vocational educators as well as other generalists

and special educators have responsibility for providing free, appropriate

public education for handicapped children through the age of 21.

Torres (WM lls.oulAined four major purposes of P. L. 94 142 as follpws:

1. To guarantee the availability of special education ivrogramming

to handicapped children and. youth who require it

To assure fairness and appropriateness in decision' making

about-the provision of special education to handicapped

children and youth

To establish clear management and auditing requirements and

procedures regarding special education at all levels of

government

4. To financialiy assist the efforts of state and local_

mnt through the'use of federal funds. (p. 4)

Public Law 94-142 mandates thdt an individualized education9orogram be developed

for each child in need of a s4eciai education and related services-, The law

further specifies the'components to'be included, the persons responsible for

developinatthe program, and the nature of the involvement of IEP team members.

This is tOensure the involvemerit of classroom teachers as team members in

the educational planning and placement of handicapped children, since they.

are responsible for program delivery. Also, if the teacher is a partner in

the IEP development, then the student's progragewill better reflect a-

compatibility with the skills of. the teacher inVolved, the learning environ-

ment for the instructional setting, supoortive,resources required to meet

the individual's instructional
needs, and the like.

Section 504 of the Rehabilation Act of 1973 provides for the due

components of the IEP. In e tion 504 the followinris stated:

No otherwise'qualified handicapped individual.in-the United

States...shall,-sqlely by reason of his handicap, be,excluded

from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be

subjected to discrimination under any program or activity

receiving falderal financial assistance. ("Section 504

Regulation," Federal Register, May 4, 1977)

p ace

Responsibility for enforcement Section 504 rests with HEW's Office for

Civil'Rights.

Additional services and resources,from the tederal level which may supplement

those provided by public educatiiin are available through the Rehabilitation

Services Commiss.ion and maunder the Comprehensive Employmfrit and TrainincAct of

1973 (P. L. 93-203). Vocational-educators are compelled, therefor-6'i' talbecome

qualified contributors_to the development and implementation of 'Er's.. They

are al*, obligated to be capable monitors and evaluators of IEP resents.



p.

Since both P. -1,..t04-482 and P. L. 94-142 tf ect the development of the 1EP I

handiCRpped individuals in vocational education, this.paper will address the

specifiaTbf-:the law provide an analysis of literature sources relating to

the development and implementation of the IEP in vocational education, and

showthe implications of the finding's for vocational education, vocational

educators, and handicapped consumers at state and local levels. Although

thisrepert-occurs relatively early in the required implementation schedule,

nonetheless it should be beneficiAl to take an early look at obstacles,

suceeSses, 4ssues.,. problems, relationships, and the. like, to date, that may be

helpful in clarifying needs to improve the development process.

THE INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM (IEP)

The tbol for attaining the major purposes of P. L. 94-142 is the written

individualized edification program (IEP). iThe,Education for All Handicapped

Children Adt. (P. L. 94-142) establishes the requirement to provide each

handicapped child (ages 3 to by September14,078, and 3 to 21 by September

1980) in need of special educa ion and .related services with a written

individualized on pro am.

Important concepts of t P should be clarified. "Individualized" means

that ther'written program is relative to the educational needs of one person,

not a class or group of students. "Education" Specifically refers to special

education and related services--those elements of the handicapped child's'

education that require specially designed in truction to meet the unique

s,
needs of the handicapped person. "Program"\means a written statement of what

educationally-is to be provided the individua+who is handicapped; it is not

a plan or a set of general guidelines upon which a program will be developed.

Elements of the IEP

Components of,an individualized education program for each handicapped person

must hie ude:

A
such child

Anent of the present levels of educational performance of

A stat,-7-lont of annual goals,

object

uding'short -term instructional

-A statement of the specific educational services to be providdd to

such child, and the extent to which such child will be able to

part cipate in,regu _edUcational programs'

The projected date for initiation and anticipa _d,duration of such

vices



Appropriate objective-criteria and evaluation proceduresand schedules

for.determining,.at least on an annual basis, whether instructional

objectives are being achieved,

Educational Performance

The contents of the 1EP relative to levels of educational performance for any

given individual should be directed toward the one or more areas relevant to

the nature of the individual's pro lem(s),or dysfunction(s). The law

specifies that the IEP "must inclu_e a statement of-the child's present levels

of eduCatiorial performance, ,includ.ng Academic achievement, social adaptation,

prevocational and vocational skills, psychomotor skilli and self.-help skills"

(see Proposed Federal Rules, Sec. 121a 225). Broadly interpreted, ilthe state-
.

ment of present levels of performanCe may include a description of "what a

child can and cannot do in as many Of the following areas as are appropriate

to the nature of the child's problems,. including academic achievement, social

ada tation, prevocational and vocational skills, psychomotor skills, and

sel -help skills" (Blankenship, 1977; p.3). Blankenship points out that .it

would not seem neicessaryto describe the individual's performance in vocational

skills if the dysfunction to beimproVed.is classified as speech/language

impairment and the individual is only receiving speech and rangUage services

2(if the individual is performing in All other areas satisfactorily, relative

to'his/her potent (al capability's- c

Annual Goals

Annual goals for eadh IEP are those performances to be attained by the

handicapped individual at the end of the school year. These goal statements

comprising related behaviors in a given area (for example, academic,

speech/language, selt,help, prevocational and vocational, motor, or social

behaviors), sh9uld We made appropriate to an individual's needs and reasonably

achievable in one year. The numbers of goals identified for each individual

are in proportion to the numbers of needs identified for that individual.

Thp numbers of needs are dependent upon the severity and type of dysfunction(s).

A short-term instructional objective statement includes these components:

, 1. The learner
2. An'observable behavior

3. MI* conditions under which the objective is to be performed

4. The standard ov criterion which identifies the minimum performance

required to attain the objective

Short-term nstructional objectives are statements, behavioral and measurable

iv nature, which represent intermediate steps between present level per-

formance 9f an indifidual in a goal area and the desiredlevel or state of

the annual goal for that individual.

-4-



educational Services

A list of spec if educational services is required for each handicapped

individual and tau t he included in the [NI'. The projected datc: for initiation

and the anticipated duration of ach service is also included. Those individ-

uals providing. supportive and supplementary-services to handicapped individuals

should he involved in the development and implementation of INPs.

Participationlin Regular Programs

redcrai law requires that the*IEP should indicate whether a handicapped

individual should participate in regular education:programs, the extent of

that participation, and the specific type of program. The need for special

and regular (including vocational) educators to work cooperatively is.essential

to ensure successful implementation of the IEP.

*-----kvery important element of the written IEP is the designdtion of1the extent

to which thc handicapped-individual will participate in xegular educational

settings. To the extent appropriate; handicapped persons in public or private

or care facilities are to he educated with,nonhandicapped individuals. Special

classes or separate learning experiences or removal of the handicapped individ-

,ual frcz.the regular educational environment is appropriate only when the

nature or the severity of the dysfunction is such that education cannot be

achieved satisfactorily in regular classes, with supportive services and

supplementary aids. The range of settings for learning which must bO

available to handicapped learners has become known as the "least restrictive

alternative" or the "least restrictive environment." In other words,

open access to programs is the right of all individuals, as appropriate.

Torres (1977) states if the IEP for a person "calls'for the provision of

services in a setting not traditional for a child with a particular handicap,

or not presently available in the community that setting must be created or

located " (p. 7).

The statute -speci that the IEP will developed in a meeting, it

specifies who will he involved in that meeting and it sets forth the cate-

gories of content included in the written statement. Those requ red by

legislation to be involved in the IEP development meeting are th following:

A representative of the loCal education agencror

educational unit who shall be qualified to provide

the provision of specially designed instruction to

needs of handicapped children, the teacher,

of such child, and, whenever appropriate, such chi

of Handicapped Children," Federal Register, August

The preceding types of individuals are specified to ens_

it:termediate
or supervise
= .the unique

Alt or guardian
d. ("Education
23, 1977, Sec. 4a)

that those who



shcttd be most knowledgeable about'the child are involved cooperativ'ely in

makin decisions relative to the educational services required to take care

of th= handicapped individual's well-being.. For example; the local eaucation

agen y administrator'must facilitate resources to implement each IEP. Re-

sour es can be.in the form of time, personnel, space, and monies. The-ad-

ministrator with his /her' knowledge of community resources is an essential

mf.:..er of the IEP team to meet objectives and goals for each handicapped

odent.

The teacher, on-the other hand, is the one team member who will consider the

many factors and components of the learning experience as planning for in-

struction of the handicapped individual is employed. These factors may

include the dynamics of the learner, the learning environment, the'supportive

resources required to meet instructional needs of the learner, tie skills of

the teacher, and the.linformation interpreted,by specialists, such as psychol-

ogists, therapists, social workers, physicians, and counselors,. The import-

ance of the parents in the development of the IEP cannot be.underestimated,

for parents "possess, unique information aboutthe development, \nattire, and

needs of their child" (Torres, 1977, p. 6). Parents have long been recog-

nized by educators as important partners with school personnel in the

learning process. Public policy reaffirms that right oparents:to be ac-

tively involved in decision making about the education Of their,children.

`Whether by default or becauseof an erroneous assumption that students cannot,

contribute in a worthwhile manner to the decision making process; students

historically and frequently have not,beerCgiventhe opportunity for involve-

ment in their own educational plaeement'decisions. Public Law 94-142 clearly.,

indiOtesthat students for whom an IEP is to be developed must hae the,

opportunity to participate in their own program development; when appropriate.

The successful development,and implementation of the individualized education

program requires a commitment ofschool;parent, afid,child, upplementedby

community resources. Through the involvement` process, requirements of the

'law% may be understood by all, and those responsible collectively for providing.

access to appropriate, instruction and learning experienc s for handicapped

individuals may acquire improved understanding of those

Specific IEP researeivis'limited and empirical data.on rsul,ts are het-

available; Nevertheless, it can be beneficial for impro -0/Planning to

synthesize the available knowledge at these early stages of implementation

of the law. Although the legislation directs detailed and specific attention

to IEP content and -the development process, the criteria used to judge the

adequacy of the IEP are not so clear-cut. Previous evaluatiohs otindividual-

lied. systems do provide some basic-denceptS.for evaluation of the effectiveness

of the
r.

Criteria Used to Judqe Adequacy

If the IEP is built upon certain basic concepts, it is likely that a judgment

can be made on its adequacy. These basic concepts are the following:



ing tes and motivating forces accommodated
/ , 1

2./ Responsibility of learhing shifted from teacher to learner

3. itcountable Systematic management approach to accountable c etency-

based education pioVided A

Authorities in the field of individualized instruction essentially subscribe

to these same concepts although they often express them in differing ways.

er (in Esbenaen, 1968) states that the system is individualized if tho

1dent's characteristics assume a major part in the determinatiortof objectives,
.

s
materials, procedures, and time, and if-the decisions about objectives and hpw

to achieve them are based .aeon` the individual student. .

1

Practitioners concur that nanagement by formative and summativeevalwition is,

critical to a.iuccessful'individualized'program. For example,he concept

of Formative Assessment'and Management (PAM); as implemented in the Individ-

ualized Manpower Training System (IMTS), has been utilizedlin a number of

school districts in producing effective results with some handicapped stUdents.

The original development,of the IMTS was funded by, the Department of Labor

under-the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 (P.L. 87-415), as

amended. Parts of it were revised and expanded with monies _provided by the

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 (P. L. 93-203). The term

Formative Assessment and Mana ement was deriVed from those.evaluatian and

management procedures which are automatically operational when the IMTS is

used as designed. The procedures referied -Ware diagnostic, formitive, and

summative feedback for Management decisions-and action (Seay, 1976).

The following description of what an JEP should f .for the individual handi-

. capped student suggests the criteria for judging adequacy in relation to the

vocational training component ofthe IEP. 'The _EP should:
_ _ _ . _

1. Be based or information derived from an exploratory program in which the

student is (a) exposed to occupational information, hands-on experiences

in,yeal7morldlobs or simulated work samples,' and tours into business and

industryorOther sources of job opportunities-; (1) Administered interest

inventories, psychological, aptitude, and academic achievemohttests;- and

occupational performance checks for competencies; and (c) given personal

vocational guidance. The purpose of the exploratory programs is to assist

students in, selecting achievable and realistic academic and career goals ,

that have relevance and motivational value to the individual.

Result from diagnoses, or analyses, of what each individual knows and

does not know in the areas vital to. the achievement of vocational goals.

The. diagnoses should also encompass desirable or undesirable behaviors

which",relate to achieving the chosen goals- The environmental require-

ments for, vo(.ational education'and/or on-thejob training should be

consideredsas they pertain to an individual's capabilities.



Correct diagnoSed deficiencies infe try level skills/knowledge through

prevocational preparationa logica saluence.of learning activities in

which.individuals'learn in their own learning style, at their oWn rate,

and using their own background experiencet. Their motivating e -tingencies

and career goal's should,be taken into account.

.

Provide individuals" with frequent feedback through evaluation .oftheir

progress and 'accomplishments. This feedback should be the tyPe that Can

be used-immediately to impicove performance rather than just a letter

grade that fails to point out what,speci4 c improvements are_needed.

Increase motivation by reducing the possibility of failuie and by

extinguishing peer comparisons'..

Guide individual students'and proVide-for,various 'academic and vocational

education areas in-such A way that success can be achieved.'

brief, the adequacy of an IEP is determine4 primarily by the extent to whicW-

eCkfic'needs are identified and criteria for measuring achievement are

stated.

PROCEDURES FOR IDENTIFICATION/DIAGNOSIS

0-.OF INDIVIDUAL-NEEDS

The Education for,All Handicapped Children Act states that the IEP Must inelUde

a written statement'of the present levels of educational performance of each

student. The procedures used to determine these levels and to identify ,

specific needs a team of evaluators. Team evaluation of the
A.

_

hand -

capped person's capabilities and interests is quitemportant to the process.

of'deveiOping/and implementing the .IEP. IndividUal responsibilities of team

members are described by Higgins (1977, in 'A Primer on 5ndividUalized EduCation

Pro rams for Handica ed Children) in the following guidelines

Each public agency responsible for determining that a child has

a specific handicap shall use a team to evaluate the child.

ie official, responsible. for the administration of special

educatian programs for handicapped children at the. agency

appoint the team members.

The team must include the child's' regular ,teacher or, if a'child

does not have a regular-teacher-, a regular clastroom teacher

licensed or Certified--by the state educational agency.

At least one additional individual certified, licensed, or'

approved by the,state educationagency to conduct individual,

diagnostic examinationsof'children, such as' a school
bey

psychologist,

speech clinic, or remedial reading teacher, must included on

the team.- -



The agency official shad choose team members who have knowledge

of the procedures used in the evaluation of-children.

Each individual team member must be qualified,to perform specific

diagnostic-tasks for which he or she is responsible.

After the team has completed the evaluation, it shall'meet at

least bnce to discuss the eval6a-ion and reach a conclusion as

to whether the child has a specific handicapping condition.

(p. 11)

When the preceding guidelines are,applied-to vocational education gram

_tuations in which IEps for handicappedj.ndividUals are develope 'e

vocational instructor, vocational counselor, vocational evaluator, the

like should be IEP team members. Annual program goals and objectives. for

the .inaVidual are prepared 8), the IEP, team through appropriate-. evaluation

procedures, diagnoses, and
interpretations of special needs. All diagnostic

techniques utilized
Tordetermining educational program needs of thehandi-

capped individual should be documented by team members, according to their

areas of ekpertise.

Awrittdn report by the team members must indicate the individual's present

level of performance The information available froth various assessment or

diagnostic procedures should be compiled and analyzed so that long--rabge and

short-term instructional objectives can be spee)fied for each individual.

Exploration Experiences, Career In_ mation,'

and Goal Setting
, .

Establishing realistic career goals should be integral to the- development 'off

the (EP. ehillips (076) has pointed out that "all individualshandicapped,

and nonhardicapped--havo the same needs and goals" (p. 0). Among these needs

are thos: of selecting and preparing for vocations and avocations .of the,

individu.l.'s ehoiCe; engaginOn.satisfyingwork;
advancing in careers thr ough

upgrading'Of slcills; living as independently as possible in the society;

developing as leadets and as followers; having families; participating.in:.

ducational prograMs and_ inthe planning of services for them; and the like.

Many societal barriers prevent handicapped persons from identifying, estab-

lishing, and/6 reaching their career and vocational goals. Such barriers'

May exist Within the,generat society or public; within those providing

services; among those who are handicapped, their families, and other advocates.

Many-barriers are-the result of lack of awareness, §ensitivity, and knowledge

about needs and problems of handicapped persons. Often problems occur because

nonhandicapped individualsare unaware that all handicaps. are not Visible.

Furthermore, it is frequently not understood that a handicapped individual has

many more Capabilities than dysfunctions. Categories of barriers frequently

associated with :the failure to provide open access to educational programs

ate attitudes, competition for time and money, absence of leadership,
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architecture, mmdia, employment, transportation,.labeling, insufficien

;planning, tImited,numbers of trained personnel, poor guidance services,

unexplored research and poorly disseminated informatiofl, and administrative

policies.

How can realistic-careet and vocational 'goals be-established,,as an integral

process in developing, the IEP? Varieties of exploration activities and gamer

info ation resources appropriate to needs andAnterests;cLthe individual

shout be experienced by the handicapped-,indiVidual.. Through exploratory

acti ties, such as "hands On" work experiences.frem work.samples- that include

ta _ represent'.tive of many7kinds of jobs and occupational clusters,, the

student and the evaluator are`-provided a firm base,from which to compare,

contrast,! and analyze realistically many occupational areas. Utilization of

these work samples in addition te career-information-supplies informatiOn that

should.. enable the inaiVidual and the vocational instructor to assess (a)- the

individual's work abilities, work quality, work,behavier,anA habits,

(b) the individual's interests,and aptitudes, and (c) the individual's

vocational education needs. Condurrentlyi a motivational group process,

personal counseling, antvecatienal,guidance should be taking place. These

three eakational precesses must-be designed to encourage students to examine

their values, strengths, weaknesses, and achievements which support the

feeling of. success. These 'should be. positive activities, focusing on past

and Present successes that help the individual to.retegnize*and apply useful,

pertinent:information in setting realistic career goals: Whether Or not the

ls set for individuals are achievable depends largely upon accomplishments

and motivation. -

Whether or not students reach their career goals is al se dependent on the

availability a the jobs and their ability to travel to the job location. Thes

prdblems shoul&be considered prior to the firiel goal selection. Plue (1972)

emphasizes that:

A survey of the community is important in that it gives usable

information for training....Some knowledge of what people are

doing, job trends, the social' climate, and travel are crucial

aspects of job getting and holding. (p. 182)

Up-o-date and accurate knowledge of-local, regiona and national lber

economics is essential information to a vocational .guidance counselor. Co-

operation and understanding among employers can make a difference in whether

or not handicapped students are given an opportunity to work in- their-chosen

occupational area.

All of these factorsinfluencp decisions made during.the exploratory and

goal setting period;`thetefore, they should, not be overlooked or neglected

any tore than Other aspects of identifying needs.-

-10-
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OBSERVATION 4\TETING

.
-.1',: /

Assessment, of the stpdent's strengths and weakneSses_is mpotiattin the

establishment 0 annual goals -and short-term objoctives-. Thelnethods used

for this purpos'- include. Observation of the indiVidual,during various activiti

%and the analysis. of test data, as appropriate. Preliminary observations of

behavior, appearaice; and motivational forces eontribute to the development

of the-initiP1 phase Of the IEP. Ongoing observations shouldbe used to.

improve the IEP so that itremains relevant and viable.

Data from several typeS of tests,'- surveys, or inventories should be used

to obtain as much definitive information as possible in order-to determine

student:capabilities.
as

standakdized and criterion- referenced tests should

be administered,not as "screening out" devices, but as a means of specifying

rleeds.And determining capabilities. As a minimums testing should reveal

Academic-achievement levels in reading,. language,, and arithmetic. Data .

relevant to an individual's peTsonaq characteriStics; interests, and attitudes

are also essential to goal setting.

Alternative systems to-intelligence tests for describing behavioral levels

functioning of the individual have been demanded lay parents'and educators.

McCormack (1976) points out this need for assessment as an ongqiig.,-

process:

'The need for functional assessmenX detailing a child's strengths

wand weaknesses has become obvious as special educators have been

required by the courts or State and/or Federal regulations to

develop Andividdally appropriate instructional objectives/methods

and.materials, while at the same time they facilitate the communica-

ton between those responsible for the student's edbcation (parents,

teachers, administrators, etc. ).613. 7)

The Educational Evaluation and Planning Packages an alternative system, has

been designed to minimize shortcomings of the various assessment instruments

entified in theliterature. It is ,intended to be practical in nature and

lily used within acceptable time limitations by the classroom teacher Pr

pa

The a essment center cencept for diagnosing capabilities of handicapped

indivi to determine, appropriate placement in, vocational education

programs is operational in a number of states. Most standardized instruments

such as S nger, ValPar, JEVS, and the like, are limited in their applicabilit

for asses ent of the capabilities of the handicapped person. McKinney (1975

points out that many assessment centers develop Work sample procedures appro-

Priate for determining:



the student's fnterests performance/behaviors related, to

occupational ex7lorationsocial, emotional, and intellectual
growth, etc.; in order o Assist the student. in making his/her

career,choice. (p. 30)

Competency-based performance tests related to the knowledge and skills re..
7

quired to achieve Performance objectives in vocational education, courses shquld

be used to identify what will be-prescribed. In 'Irony cases, these performan0

tests will reveal abilities not identified by standardized tests. At the same,

..time, -barriers to the achievement of objectives will -be disclosed. These

findings become the justification for intervention inerder to provide whatever

assistance is necessary to overcome these barriers. Examples of barriers may

vary from not knowing how to use tools safely tethe fear of heights. If

appropriate assistance is not available or possible, a modification or change

of career goals may.be necessary. 'A thorough diagnostic process can prevent

,many n%stakes in developing the IEP for any given individual. For these

reasons, assessment information from other specialists, sdch as social workers,

physilcians, psyckologists, ccupational or physical therapists, and speech

cliniciani, should be accu lated.

Hull, Parrish, and Hill (1/07) state\that "one of the first steps in tht

development of the IEP is the translating of .assessment data into comprehensive

performance statements" (p. 28), Performance statements related to prevoca-

tional and vocational skill development are the responssibility of the, ocational

teacher, who should first analyze the diagnostic. results in relation to the'

student'i career goals.

.Diagnosis Related to Determination of

Career 'Goals,

Proper analyiIs of diagnostic results cannot be ac omplished without a list of

thecourse-objectives in the psychomotor, cognitive -anal affeCtive domains.

With,this.list Hull and associates'peint out that " he-student's present level

of -unotioning can then be stated as a matter of 'those specific -skills ple

'stuant presently has, and those skill's which will need special consideration

and/Or special.support services" p.'29). .'

-An analysis of aptitude. test and interest inventory ,data may produce results

.
too gendral to translate into specific needs. Data.that do relate to proposed

goals and.objectives should, be considered in developing the IEP. For example,

the result of an, aptitude test may reveal extremely poor muscular coordination'

for the individual and indicate the need for additional practice time in a

typing course.

General information pertaining to interest /areas or levels of'performance

'outside the realm of thee career goals do hot need to be reported in the IEP,

butthey should be retained-in.the student's file in case changes become

necessary in his/her career goals., For example, a student may decide after

lnitialdevelopmentofhis/herlEPthat'es an occupation, selling has more

appeal thaii.welding. If a review ofthe student's file suggests an interest

in-workin ith people and anoaptitude tOward writing sales receipts, the-

1 2
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change of career !eel to selling would be supported. At that time, this

related intere and aptitude information should be reported ot.the IEP.. By

retaining. the results of=all tests and observationsthe'vocational teacherban

al reference file that can supply useful 'data. for future action. In addition,

a ceniral_file which retaips all original data should.be established.- Thil;

file should be. available to all team members responsible for the development

of an IEP.

Vocational educators ;must ecognize that diagnosing is not a on n Task,

but i§ a continuous process using assessment information-from multi source:7,

in the instructional process. Information collected from all 10 te_si memiu-rs---

teachers, parents, the student; counselors, and members of the cemmun a

appropriate--will form the basis for refinement and changes in the if.r, thus

improving its reliability and validity. One pf the advantages of the team

approach in the dbvelopment of. the IEP is the pooling of knowledge and expertise

of individuals representing a multidiscOlinary knowledge base.

_Higgins t1977) suggests precautions which should be obse Pd when individual

functioning, levels are assessed:

Assessments should be cul lly and finkUistically_unbiased. The

assessment process:should be adapted to the specific cultural and

linguistic conditions of .each child. Assessments should take into

account the different cultural experiences that each student .brings

to\sChool. .The,asaessMent process should provide alternative ,,and

,flexible procedures necessary toidentify,any cultural experiencbs

th =t affect educational per-formance,

Pro edures and instruncents must be adapted for those handicapPee.

stu_ients.who cannot successfully perform with traditional materials.

Adap ed procedures must identify strengths and indicate performance

leve (p. 10)

Since the parents are participating members of the IEP team, necessary adap a-

tions mus be made also to accommodate them. Assessment data must be reported

to them in their-native language aind/o..,. fn a form that they can undierstand.

Provisions ust be/made to communicate with deaf and - blind student4 and

parents. Diagnostic labels and professional jargon must he eliminated, and

,.understandable interpretations of how professional recomMendations evlolved

must be given to the parents.

Diagnosis i in the Psycho '0 r Domain

In order .to prepar=e a statement for the MP pertaining to psychomotor skills,.

a vocational teacher must certain what skills a student already has and

what.skills muSt. be developed. This determination s made:by-comparing the

observed CompetencLes.exhibited by the student, with those skiliS expected for.

the vocationali,cieurse. By analyzing the differences between the two,.a

her can re gnize the.areas in which thetudent needs assistance. Answers

-13-
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to the fallowing questions will guide the vocational teacher'in identifying

these areas and provide a basis for prescribing instruction in psychomotor

skills.

Does the student take necessary safety precaut onsqn performing each

task?

. Are the proper t ols usedcorrectly_for,each task?

Are correct procedures and MaterialS used in performing each task?
.

Is the performance of ea.,h task as efficient afid effective as it should

'be?

The instructor should identify minimal competencies required for entry into a

vocational education course. These competencies serve as a yardstick against

which the student's abilities and interest can be compared. The IEP statement

can indicate the students present competency leirel and the specific deficienT

cies to be corrected prior to enrolling or during a probationary period inthe

course.

Implementation of IEP should be the time to initiate proper methods of

identifyingsareas in which instruction:and practice,are needed for the satis-

factory performance of course objectives.' Ofter4 afstuden's skilemonstra-

tion during the performance
check'vill eliminate the necessity to provide

instruction in a'particular competency area. When this occurs, the st4deRt

should be given credit for the achievement and moved to the next instructional

sequence._

',EMagnosis in the Cognitive DoTain

Vocational education competencies in the cognitive domain are the knowledge-
'

'and. understandings underlying appropriate performance' of tasks and skills,

work proCesses, production techniques, tool's, and so on. Eriterion=referenced

testsshould be administered to determine whether the students have the neces-

tary related knowledge to enter and progress in the xocational course or

program- It would. not be practicable to.test a student. on all related knowl-

edge involved in the instructional program.,

Related knowledge max embrace the areas of-language mathematics, physics,

safety, and theory. PrerequisitpAnoWledge pertaining to achievement of

course objectives may involve acadeMic subject Matter, such as reading,

spelling, arithmetie, ania punctuation. Whatever is identified ap a need

for entry must be pinpoibted. If 'a student wants to become a mechanical

draftsman `for example, and-one prerequisite related, knowledge is computing.

fractions, it twoUld-not be specific 'enough to indicate a need for arithmetic,

It would be preferable to state that the student was able to add and subtract

%fractions but unable to' multiply or divide them,

-14-



Diignotis in the Affective Domain

Attitudes, feelingS, emotions, and social behaviors are all important to a

person's attainment of career goals. Accordingly, his/her current status

should be determined by observing actions anereaction4 in instructional

situations and personal relationships. Answers to attitude and personality

type questionnaires or testsfurhish,indicators that serve as leads in diag-

nosing strengths and.'weaknesses.

Vocational instructors mill be somewhat limited in making informational contri7

butions to the initial development of.the. TM, since they have only recently

begun to work with the students. The more experience vocational educators have

working cooperatively with parents and,special education teachers, identifying

individual needs; and analyzing interest, strengths, and weaknesses, the more

significant contributions they can makeito IEP development. At the same time,

educators and,patentt should gain increased understanding ofperfOrmance

skills,and:understandings required in vocational. education programs and courses.

yecationalteducation IEP team members should be watchful for additional infor-

Mation which may contribute to or necessitate changein the IEP from its

initial development.

PRESCRIBING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE IEP

Asa member of .the _UP development team-, 'the vocational teacher should .help

-prepare A summary of findings that influence the student's vocational pre-

scriptien. That prescription is a statement of annual goals and short-term

Objectives. The-student's present level of functioning in prevocational and'

vocational education must be taken into-account. Hull et al. (1977) elaborate

by stating:

They (goal statements) should represent definite and realistic

,

learning challenges and should'focus on-the attainment of skins

of,practAcal benefit to adult functioning. The annual goals

should:be attainable within a specified'perilof time::.anhould

represent the planning group's best estimate dt what the child

should-accomplish within one year. It is important that theLgoais

and objectives be measurable, hence observable in a specifid way.

(p 29)

inn prescribing gods and objectives .for prevocational and vocational education,

the teacher requt s'assessment data that indicate the individual's present

achievemen he psychlmotor, cognitive, and affective domains. A7list of

course performance objectives and entry level requirements must also be

available. The teacher then can describe the'annual goal in general terms and

%specify the objpetives that need to be achieved. Environmental require-
.,

ments for a particular han0-cap should be noted so that modification of



facilities, equipment, or support ervices cl'be a part,. of the prescription.

An effort must be made to explain how to prescribe programs t iat prepare
handicapped persons for employment. In prescribing programs leading, employment,

fivecomponents,should be consideled:

1. ,Vocational curse expectations
2. Prerequisite'skiIis and knowledge
3. Living skills
4: Supervised work experience
S. Employability and social behaviors'

aployabilit skills and knowledge related to searching, applying, being inter-
viewed for a job, as well as, retaining a job and advancing in a job, should be

included in the IEP development. 'toils and objectives specifying on-the-job
training in a cooperative orhapprenticeship program are also desirable com-

ponents.

Regardless of the typejinstructiOnal,delivery system chosen to meet min_1.

requirements for deveidping'fiinctinnI ',individualized education programsin

vocational education, the IEPteam ould consider the folloWIng basic principles:

1. Identify competencies expected for successful performance in,a course or

program

Determine the individual needs--capabilities, interestsi readiness, and

the like - -of the pers mfor whom the IEP is being developed

establish realis -drannual goals and -- specific, objectives based on con=

sideration of what ia needed. to develop appropriate skills, knowledge,

ind-perforMance to attain those required competencies/

Identify and'provide those supportive or supplemental services which wittl

enable the'individual to reaChthe'goals.and'objectives prescribed

S. Establish flexible cheduling to provide for individual learning pattern's

6. -Establish ongoing evaluation as an integral part of the learning/perfor-

.
mance process

Communicate regularly with the individual learner, parents, and other

IEP team members DO understand progress And to adjust, as necessary, the

means or strategies'for reaching established goals and objectives
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STEPS F PLETAG THE IEP

Thus r, the, reader has been heralded with requirements for a free, public

education fOr all handicapped children, components,of and legislative authority

for fh-e,IEP, responsibilities for development of the IEP, and general principles

for carrying out the process. Whether one reacts to the process as unwarranted

intrusion by the federal government, a much needed mandate long, overdue, sore-

thing which is,needed for all youth in the educational system,.or a kind of

logistical, confused state of affairs; the intent.herein is to provide assis

tance to the reader to be informed and to understand applications of fhe process.

In wider to prolde organizatibn and order to the development process, the

following Steps are suggested as an.approach to preparing the IEP,:

Convene an apgropriatelvconstituted IEP committee. Who should take this

responsibility? A represenliTIVT;TTETiZgaalstrict should identify

the individuals who.best now the student for'whom the IEP is being

developed.. Those identified earlier Fe the administrator, teachers

(regular and special), one or both parents, the student, andA,11 others

who within-the special circumstances of the student, are considered to

provide invaluable assistance in tha developmenfimbf the IEP. If parent

or guardian involvement presents-a problem, P. L.'94-l42 regulations recom-

mend that schools shoulq carefully document fafts relating to the matter,

such as to keep detailed records of telephone calls to parents, copies of

corresp9ndence with parentS and written replies, logs of home'visitations,

and assurances that interpreters or translators are used as appropriate.

The convener of the IEP committee planning meetings should designate the

place and time for the conference which iSltmost near v mutually convenient

for all.

List esent levels of student e fo ance'with res ect to both

strengths and weaknesses. Collecion ,cif all diagnostic data relative to

the student under consideration ihould be available to the committee..

Review and discussion of the student assessment information by the IEP,'

committee should follow. Levels of performance should then be written

for that student.

Specify annual goals; rank them. Goals should be,based,upon the

students needs and interests educational expectations; their priorities

should be established through consensus of parents, teachers, and.other

p nel members. The committed has the responsibility to establish goals

at are attainable in one. year.

§psfzjfitzt-ijmobectives. For each annual goal, specific objectives

should' be stated It is, recommended that objectives should he criterion-

referended for measuring success in Performance; for 'example, Susan'can

assemble two sets of wired components of a Motor, and does the procedure

correctly ninety percent of the time: Time periods for Llie length.bf



involvement with short-term objectives are flexib defending upon needs

orthe student and/ozlcommittee recommendations. They may be weekly,

monthly', or quarterly.

§peCify services and resources needed and the personW. responsible for

those prescribed. Services and resources may include tutoring, special

instructional materials, special equipment, media, speech therapy, skill

development as in reading, mathematics or communications, occupational

therapy, nursing services, social services, transportation, and counseling.

Allocate time for objectives, resources and services and svecif an

given yarning environment. Beginning and ending dates for Objectives,

resources, and services shoyld,be designated. _Dates should be established

for review of student-progrAS toward annual goals and short-term objectives.

The committe3 could establish dates for.review when short -tern objectives

are to be attained.

Estimates of the percent of the student's time to be engaged with given

servicbs, resources, or objectives,Should be provided. Total percentages

of time cannot exceed 100 percent of the student's,time available.

The commit a should. detiknate in the 'IEP whether experiences (objectives,

resources, ervices) are provided'in the regular instructional environment

(elaSses) or in a modified instructional - environment.

assieriationandsuccess;- The !committee should state

Criteria for success. 'Established criteria should be related to each of

the established goals and shortterm objectives ,The evaluation pi .ess

should assist in determining the need to modify goalS and ob. ectives

8. Recommend student placement. The committee's crucial task is to make the

recommendation for placement of the student. Placement should always be

based upon consideration of where the student can most profitably receive

the specified services and resources.

The committee can choose to specify
C

how the IEP suggestions should be imple-

mentethowever, this is an optional choice. .If care is exercised in the

identification of committee membership, the committee should be extremely

4
knowled cable about the student. Therefore,,thecommittee should share its

.

ideas ab t. and knowledge of the student.

A number of thelEP formats for recording the decisions and recommendations of

the IEP committeemembers are found in the literature (See samples of selected

ones in Appendices A, B, and C.) A minimal requiretent of the form is to in-

clude that s-bstance or those requirements of the federal, and state laws and

regulations.. Forms should be designed,to facilitate the work of the IEP

committee.--A-cording to Blankenship (1977), "The point to keep in mind is

that the proce. of developing a child's 1EP is more important than designing

a form" (p. '22) .



IMPLEMENTATION OF AN IEP

t

- As stated previously, the IEP committeetas,the responsibility of indicating:

(a) the extent to.which each individual can participate in the regular educa-

tional programs, (b) the projected beginning and ending dates for the pre-,

scribed services, and'(c) the evaluation criteria and procedures, including a

schedule for determining the objectives achieved. These specifications of the

IEP are actual direction given for its implementation.

Le6rning Environment

Whenever possible, the student is scheduled in the regular vocational courses

even though this might require minor modifications of the facilities or scle

special assistance from teachers other than., the vocational instruetor.for

example, special education teacher, industrial arts teacher, and speech

teacher. Any basic academic deficiencies in reading, arithmetic, and/or

language would require a'schedule for those areas in addition to the vocational

course. The schedule might be available on an indivirfilal basis or for groups

of individuals regularly scheduled. Once a student has been placed in a voea-

tional'education program,, the vocational education instructor must take

responsibility for the performance skills designated in IEP'goalS and objectives.

Allotment of Time '-or Completion

The length of time scheduled for the student to complete the prescribed-

learning experiences is only estimated. The time must' be flexible among

individuals,, since one instructional feature of individualized -education is

that learners ure able to proceed at their own rates. These rates vary among

persons for a number of reasons, 4ch as the type of handicap, intelligence,

present achievement level, study habits, attention Span, motivation, and the

degree of social pressures. The committee must make its best estimate of the

length of time required for the Student to complete given goals and objectives

as well as the amount of time needed to participate in certain related'exper-

lances (resources and/or services).

Ongoing Evaluation

Bloom, Hastings, and Madaus in impellitter and Finch (1971) distinguish

three types of evaluation: '

Diagnostic, formative, and summative....The major distinction

between the types of evaluation as mentioned herein is upon their

differential purposes. The purpose of diagnostic evaluation is

to determine a student's readiness for a specified set of learning
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'tas)*, and to determine an appropriate point for a student'i

entry into that particular set of learning tasks. Formative

evaluation, on the, other hand, is conceived to be a monitoring

deice to determine how far the student has progressed in mastering

certain learning tasks, to assess the nature of the remaining tasks

within the predetermined. prescribe alternativein-

i

in-

structional aPproaches to help students in mastering, those tasks.

Summative evaluation is used to d termine the degree of which ":a

student has mastered the complet set of objectives upon which the

instructional unit was based, fcr the, purpase of either grading

the student or determining the degree of effectiveness of the

instruction. (p. 16)

Instructional management decisions and actions are usually based upon the

results of evaluating the learner.'s progress. .
In order to evaluate progress

in a vocational education course or program, objectives sholild be written in

performance terms, and criteria for determiniag student success must be stated.

According to Nee (1976), "The content 9f the performance objectives is based

upon the necessary skills and knowledge required to function successfully in

a given,occupation" (p. 5). (See examples of vocational education short-term

objectives which are performance-based and criterion-referenced in Appehdices

B and C.)

Criteria used for evaluation are statements of.observable behaviors that

indicate successful achievement-of the performance objectives. Methods of

evaluating may include skill demonstration, paper and pencil tests of knowledge,

and.oral tests and/or interviews with students. Vocational and academic

instructors and the imployh or supervisor are responsible for evaluating the

student's progress. Their evaluative input on a formatiVe basis will be used

to manage and motivate the learner. Formative feedback then becomes the= basis

for corrective action in an individualized education program.

Summativeevaluation should produce Ovidence of 'a student's success if the

formative evaluations and management procedures have been periodically employed

to ensure progress at the projected rate. cfortative evaluations/also permit

realistic adjustments to the original schedule stated in the IEP for the

achievement of short-term objectives and long-range goals. If short-term,

objectives are not being achieved according to the projected IEP schedule, the

time should be adjusted to a range that will approximately accommodate the

individual's ability to advance.
a

Phelps and Wentling-CU state that:



UnfortUnately, these data are not always available initially. Problems and

needs related to identification and evaluation are frequently generated during

the implementation of the IEP.

CRITICAL ISSUES RELATED TO 1E13- KVELORMENT

Several surveys have identif,iedthe IEP as one of the major problems encountered

in implementing P.L.'94-142. Probably the most critical issue concerning the

IEPds the lack of vocational education personnel who have the knowledge acid

competence necessary to (a)' identify, assesi, and interpret learners' special

needs; (b):develop, implement, monitor, and evaluate the IEP, and (c) effec-

tively'involve a team, which includes parents in developing the IEP. A

crucial aspect of this problem is the fact that little is known about the time

effort, and 4ompetencies required to develop vocational education,personnel who

can successfully perform tasks related to the IEP.

Another vital issue relates to the limited amount of time and money available

tO prepare personnel, facilities, and instructional materials to adequatelk

serve handicapped persons. This is a critical point in most states because

vocational education agencies have not developed the necessary state and local

mechanisms for the coordination and cooperation required to develop and

implement IEPs.'

Some, personnel issues relate to the role vocational education will be assi

Decisions need to be made as to who will be involved and how they will be

involved in develping the individualized program. In some cases, certain

staff membees/areassigned the assessment and eligibility responsibilities,

and others are given the plaCement functions. In some states, thelaws mandate

a minimum number and type of personnel (Torres, 1977).

ed.

How to assure the involyement of parents in tbe development-of IEPs is another

important issue Some parents want to beinvolved; others evidently fail to

recognize the important role they play; some may, lack the background knowledge

to participate and to understand the terminology:and procedures used by pro-

fessionals on the IEP team.

Deciding how public school personnel will share IEP responsibilities witht'

private schools -.is an issue that must be settled in each local area This

decision is critical,to the establishment of an effective administrative

process for the development of IEPs (Torres, 1977). The home' school district

is he =ld responsible for the development of the IEP. One or more representa-



instructional materials., -The question, in such cases, is "How can they pos-

sibly provide instruction that is unique to the student's special needs?"

Other critical issues that pertain to accountability include Monitoring and

evaluation procedures that can be expected from local, state, and federal

agencies. PUblic-Law 94-142 does,not require A,public_agency or the teacher

to be held accountable if an individual does not prOgress at a specified=rate,

bUt it does state that special education And related services must be provided.

'Federal versus local control-of education is-An issue implied by the specifi-

city of P. L. 94-142.whichdetermines that local districts shall develop IEPs

in a particularmanfter.- Details of the'legislation which directs local educa-

tion districts are pointed out by Hull, Parrish, and.Hill'-(1977)

Under the Act, local districts must ensure their respective state

education Agencies that minimal provisions for meeting the needs

of the handicapped are followed. One of the key provisions that

must be made for each.handicapped child is the development and

periodic review of an Individuali:zed-Education Program (IEP).

The IEP requirement is,regarded by many advocateS of aid for the

handicapped As-one s-af,-the most significant components of-P.L. 94-

142. This is because the IEP requirement in the Acts more than

any other part of the Act, holds the local district accountable

for the achievementsof handicapped,students, (p. 26)

A well developed account biliDy process should include thorough evaluations' to

ensure future improvemen s in IEPs. In other words, the evalUation data

should be complete enough to support planning for the future, or suggest

immediate changes in order to improve services.

Several research studies addressed the issue of the time and effort required

to develop and evaluate the IEPs. Most opinions supported the IEP concept.

As Kolstoe (1977) states, "The potential good (of IEPs) far outweighs the

burden placed on .teachers in my judgment. I support them if for no other

reason than the potential for &sad programs' is so much better with IEPs than-

without them" (p. is).

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS IN IEP DEVELOPMENT.

AND IMPLEMENTATION

:Efforts to develop and use IEPs have revealed several types of problems and

needs that can interferevwith successful implementation
in vocational programs.-

thata include:



Lactt of involveMent of the voca

the IEP
5

onaj instructor in the development of

Scheduling of meetings, at azk ricovenient time for parents 'and others who

are responsible for contribuling information'that,determinet, the content

of the IEP (Scherr, 1977, p. 2)

Inappropriate instructional materials and equipMent, for specific needs

identified in theNarious categories of spedial needs

Lack of teachers with the competencies required for developing and

implementing individualized instruction in vocational education (Nee,

1976, p. 15)

forof teacher training institutions providing preparation for curriculum

development activities directly related to the detailed organization,

planning, and implementation of individualized education programs (Nee,'

1976, p. 1S)

Insufficient data on personne needs and teacher training programs in the

r a of vocational education for the handicapped ( osenbeyg and Nathanson,

78 p. .29)

8. Inadequate andkimprape tisedrf individualized, teaching strategies and

techniques appropriate for the goals- and objectiveS- stated-for individuals
, .

with differing handicapped conditions'

Scarcity of vocational course curriculum outlines that have performance

objectives which are measurable or are broken down into tasks that can be

handled by the handicapped

Ineffective delivery, systems for IEPs i vocational education-
.,

Integration of handicappid students into programs with an inadequate ratio

of staff members to students

12. Insufficient monies to purchase appropriate materials and equipment and to

hire qualified staff (Nee, .1976, p. -16)

13'. Superficialtraining which lacks realistic job training for the nal job

Inability of parents to understand the-professional jargon or e c 1,

settings (Godia, 1978, p.'29)

language used in IbPs (Norton, 1977, p. 29)

h.2.^ntsca r-time demands for



6. Developing IEPs but not using them (Norton 1977, p. 4)

IT, Misunderstandings between federal, state, and local agency personnel

concerning IEP monitoring and standardization expectations (Norton,

1977; p. 29)

Reports'from several, research and development and practical application pro-

ects.have also indicated a-number of improvements and `changes thit should be

made in Vocational education in order to accommodate the speeial needs student.

In selected cases, procedures for implementing these turovements and changes

have-been included. For'eXample, 'vocational educators ,Pn'Fairfax County,

Virginia, have been training handicapped students (exeept the most severely.

handicapped) in.a building trades program. Handicapped students. actually

participatein the construction of.residential and commercial-type buildings.

Most-Ofthese high school. students are assigned all day to.a work-site where

portable classrooMs house English and social.. tudies instruction. A reading

specialist js also available.

An Occupational training park, part of thetbuilding grades program, will

provide for expansion of the number of courses offered by 1979. The additional

courses, which will be Offered to the handicapped as well as to other students,

will include landscaping ankhorticulture, small gasoline engine repair,

welding, plumbing, and woodproduets manufacturing. The number of training

opportunities for handicapped students in the distributive, business, and trade

and industiial coop programs in Fairfax County will also be increased. A

teacher-coordirlator-who has background knowledge and skills ip training handi-

capped students will be responsible for these students and for orienting the

on-the-job superviAbr to their special needs..

,As a first step in the expansion of on-the-job training experiences, the

coordinator of the Fairfax County program plans to place the handicapped

students with two public agencies. '1'11e coordinator will have one year tb

,-develop a set of guidelines'and operating procedures. Ongoing vocational

programs will also be revised according to an evaluation of job openings and

a list of separate tarks which handicapped students can learn to perform

(Godia, 1978). In this way; programs in vocational education for both handi-

capped and nonhandicapped students in Fairfax County are expanding. At the

same time the extension of support services has increased training and learning

opportunities for handicapped persons.

.
The special education, flow :chart (shown -on pp. 26-27) deVeloped,by.Education

Turnkey Systems, Inc.-(Blaschki, 1977), illustrates the flow of procedures for

referral,-deVelopment-irthe IEP, placement, evaluation, and appeal process

performed by different individuals and agencies.responsible. for serving tbe

handicapped. The problems listed adjacent,to the Chart were pinpointed by 4.a,

analysis of responses from personnel in the state of Maryland involVed in these

activities.



emotional dimensions, (2) psychomotor dimensions, dnd (3) society. The

integral factors relating to social-emotional dimensions of an individual's

total development are as follows:

Personal appearance and good health practices..

The extent of support from family and relatives.

Personal and social skills;

General social skills associated with An environmental milieu. EMR

individualeLseem to lack the ability to benefit from experiences.

Certain factorg-tof emotionality in need of modification inch as laughing

inappropriately.

Factors relatift tossychomotor dimensions integral to an individual's

total development are the following:

_

I. Intelligence not as an. oVer_iding factor

service: occupations.-
, .

in unskilled, semiskilled, or

Work aptitudes relating o various kindS of occupations which are related

to vocational success A itiona4 motivation and practice are required

for EMR individuals.

The work-sample approach which tends to provide improved training method

application.

The factors relating to society that influence planning of vocational programs

for-the EMR individual are listed below:

1. A survey of the community, such as what people are doing,

social climate, travel and employment requirements, laws,

Special training programs, such as cooperative programs

and /or vocational agenles.

A project conducted by the Mouth Carolina State Department Of Education pro-

duced a document that provides the framework and resources which can be

utilized by teachers in special_fields in the preparation and implementation

of IEPs for the orthopedically,handiCapped., Fusco (1977) presents IEP

activitfes-in table form and includes the following information: (1) develop-

mental level, such as primary, intermediate, or secondary; (2) degree of

physical handicap (moderate, Severe); (3) behavioral Ojectives; '(4) enabling

activities; (5) facilities, materials, equipment modification or adaptations;

and (6) other materials and references. The content areas involved are

job trends, the
and unions.

-h rehabilitation



F LOW CHART
SPECIAL SERVICES INFORMATION SYSTEM

Principal confers
with parent to
review referral

) I
A.R.D. Committee
reviews diagnostic
and evaluation
findings and
recommendation

Pupil service team
corducts &Ida tion
diagnosis and
evaluation

mica not
mended, by

:I district

Parent
Apptal
Process

1. Teacher not familiar with referral pr
2. Teacher discourages referral process

3. New entry form Initiated too early, will become lost

4. Incorrect service needs emphasized
5. Pupil service team not trained

6. Principal discourages referral process
7. Review by principal is incomplete
8. Principal not qualified to mace judgment,

9. Referral material presented to parent poorly .
14. Parent does not understand need for, testing

Pupil service team not qualified, men bership inappropriate

12. Diagnosis/evaluation utilize wrong instrumentation

13. Diagnosis/evaluation incomplete, not timely
14 Committee membership incomplete, not qualified
15. Committee does not meet as a group, no discussion
16. A.F.D. membership same as pupil service team
17. Local placement options emphasized
18. Too-many/not enough service needs emphasized
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Yes 14At"

Pupil service team

devel6ps individual

education program

fl,E,P,)

I. 9. IEP not responsive to handicapping conriition

1 IEP used locally available materials only

I

Parent refuses

special educati

servicis

Pupil referred for

residency placement

with cooperating

Pupil placed

when position

available r

Maintain original

Pr Cirri

novice program

requireddevelop
new I.E.P.

cOmp.:=r,..anir=r=

ais we sin ow gm offe, timo di

and

Local proansing

of SSIS form

begins

(See Exhibit 111

Return pupil

to regular
instructional
program

Recommend termi

nation of special

education program

Committee

reviews pupil

Progress

Terminate special

educion program

if no longer
required

3 4

21. Perm

22. Need

not involved in placement decision process

or ransept not adequately explained

23. NO entry form not proasssed in timely mauler

24. Pupil riot Owed according to IEP requirements

25.. Wait - listed pupils lost' in 'system

26. Time-lag too Feat, IEP needs revision

27. WaNisted pupil pieced inappropriately during interim

28. Follow-up not conducted with cooperating agency

29. Periodic evaluation inappropriate for (EP

30. Periodic evaluation not timely.

31, Evaluation finding not provjded to appropriate staff

32. IEP not revised/modified when necessary

3. Revisions not consistent with pupil service needs

34. Revisions not documented in pupil folder

5. Original IEP maintained longer than necessary

36, Pupil termination'at convenience of distric

37. Change entry form not processed in timely manner



nforration.in this specialized area is scarce and this document could' serve

as a helpful resource in developing IEPs for the orthopedically handicapped,.

Atkins et al. (1977) at the University of Pittsburgh-is developing a vocational

teacher's "hands -on" instrument to measure entry and exit skills of the special

education student and reports the following:

0
1. Development of a rationale and procedures for the design of

the instruments

2. An entering instrument to.diagnose auto mechanics skills

An exiting instrument to assess competency in.food service

skills, (p. i)'

These instruments, and a description of the procedures for developing them,'

make significant contributions toward, assisting with the development of the

IEP by providing for evaluation of specific student skills. Developing and

utilizing these types of assessment instruments are important to the vocational

instructor in identifying for each special needs student the proper program

entry point and employability exit point.

Responsibilities of secondary school administratoTs are addressed in a manual

developed by the Southwest Regional. Resource Center, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Information 'is provided gpr planning the full spectrum of suitable services

needed in educational programs, for secondary level handicapped students. The

manual is divided into four goad areas called "the four worlds" the

operational world; the student, world, the training world, and the work world

oore and Engleman, 1977). 'Major functions and components'are identified

in each of the four worlds, the related statutes are cited, and recommended

practices are detailed.. Even though this administrator's manual does not

include all the information required to serve the special needs student at the

secondary level, it does.suggest the scope of services that should be avail-

able, and indicates the interrelatedness of program elements.

Another project, sponsored by the Bureau of Education for, the Handicapped,

U.S. Office of Education, was funded for the specific _purpose of identifying

and clarifying perceptions related to roles in the IEP process. Erclect IEP--.

Wisconsin State Re-ort reviewed the methods used to solicit information about

theftinsig_ts and perspectives of those directly affected by the IEP process.

More than 100 people, including state and local education administrators,

regular and special teachers, parents of/handicapped children and the children

themselves, support personnel, advocacy groups, union representatives, and

others were interviewed. An information-gathering forum offered all parti-

cipants an opportunity to clarify their concerns regarding implementation of

IEPs within the state. A panel of twelve individuals with similar backgrounds

to other forum participants listened )0 Information presented-Rand made

recommendations concerning priorities and suggestions for implementing' IEP

requirements (Norton, 1977). Nortor )ncluded that "the comments suggest that

successful Implementation Of the MP is,tiad as much to people and their
yftmalinnmantn" fn. 301.



This observation is supported by expe iences in implementing the individualized

Manpower Training System (IMTS) in 90 sites located primarily An Flerida and

South carolina, with a few scattered in Alabama, Georgia, and/California-:

These-experiences established that people and their attitudes.determine the

degree of success- of the IMTS:

-Several individualized systems in Michigan that dpal-totall or in part with

vocational education incorporate concepts and procedures applicable in 'the

development of IEPs, Nee (1976) reports the following:
I

1. Personalized Education Programs (PEP) Utilizing Cognitive-
Mapping -- Oakland Community College, Bloomfield Hills,

Michigan

2. A Project for Alternative Learning Media (PALM) Selected
Vocational Education Programs--St. Clair County, Skill Center,

Marysville, Michigan

Personali±ed Syatem of Instruction (PSI) Approach to Vocational
Education--Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, rchigan

Agriculture- and Natural Resources Education /Institute Compe-
tency-Based Education ResearchTroject--Mithigan State University,
East Lansing, Michigan

Individualized Instruction Computerized Management System- -
Capital Area'Career Center, Mason, Michigan -(pp. 7-12)

Another Michigan activity is described by Da rd (1978). The Multiple
Learning Strategies Project researched and de ned learning profiles for

-educable mentally impaired, visually impakred, low-reading: and regular
,Vocationat students.- The findings were based on communication skills, attitudes

toward self and others, knowledge level, and'the cultural and social factors

of each group.--Through analysis of these profiles and.a consideration of

the decoding skills and most effective channels of communication required to

-elidit appropriate, responses, the project defined the learnifig styles o

group.

These styles, were matched witiCeach -vocational task to determine the most

suitable strategies of communication for each group. Approximately 1300

instructional modules and audiovisual materials without. sex-bias were pro-

duced. Environmental barriers to vocational education for physically handi-

capped students were .identified and.a means of analyzing required environmental/

.modifications was deVeloped. Field:tests of the instructional materials

developed in the- areas'of building maintenance, graphics, medical assistant,

dieteticassistant, and smal

I

40% ne repair indicated-that the materials
significantly enhanced achievd Offit4 Of learning objbctives foi each group in

the vocational student population.

)



the vodational education' teacher is offered information about the diverse
characteristics and special needs encountered in handicaNed learners in a
set of five self-instructional booklets, entitled "Another Step Forward."

Titiee of the individual booklets are: (1) Mainstreaming Handicapped Studen
into Regular Classrooms, (2) ghEacteristics of Handicapped Students, (3)
A System,ot Management, (4) Evaluation and.Placement, and (5) Architectural_
Considerations for a Barrier-Free EnvIrohment, these materials, which cover

a broad range of topics, providi a mechaiiii-for affecting positive changes
in attitudes and procedures, changes that will move educators and administra-

tors toward the integration of handicapped students into regular.vocational

education programs (Schwartz, 1978). Teachers-of vocational education, having
completed this series of booklets or having a similar knowledge base, will
find their contribiition to the-IIEP committee's work in development of the IEP

greatly enhanced.

,A project conducted by a Vecational-Technicil Education Consortium of States

(V-TECS) mounted a "feasibility study to determine the applicability of

V-TECS materials for various target groups of handicapped learners" 1V-TECS,

1976,' p. ii). The project's final report stated that the use of V-TECS

materials for handicapped were:

(a) both practical _and feasible,, and (b) more effective (hat is,

yields more in-depth and useful information relative to needed
modifications) when an assessment of the performance objectives,

rather than just the tasks, is made. (p. 28)

One result of this project was a "procedure for conducting future studies and

for coding perfOrmanc'e objectives relative_to applicability for various

handicapped target groups" (p. 28). V-TECS now has a computer storge and

retrieval system to facilitate the refinement, revision, and accessibility of

the final catalogs-of performance objectives. and criterion-referenced measures.

Although one might question the merit of coding performance objectives rela-

tive to applicability for various categories of handicapped col?tfEms, e

performance objectives and criterion-referenced measures are a aluable

resource to IEP development. Performance guides are also available.- The

computer service and performande guides will also be invaluable to those
developing ands- implementing IEPs in vocational education.

The-preceding sources can assist vocational educators to meet the expectations

and needs of all learners; however, they have been selected because of their

special applicability to meeting the needs of handicapped learners as speci-

fically required in the development of the IEP. It is acknowledged that re-

cognizing probleis and needs arising'in developing the IEP for handicapped

individuals in vocational education is quite simple compared to the task of

finding solutions to the problems; The legislative mandate for IEP development

has long-range implications for change in the delivery system of vocational

education. Finding satisfactory ways to meet these needs and to solve the prob-

lems identified are the challenge for vocational education -as well as all

other educators in the 1980s as they take, responSibility for providing free

public education for all youth. Overcoming education and work obstac es has



become the shared nge f the individual, educators, and employer

IEP-RELATED IMPLICATIONS FOR CHANGE IN THE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION' ELIVERY SYSTEM

Flexible scheduling is an organizational function implied by the IEP require-

ment to provide a beginning'and completion range, of dates for each annual

goal-and short-term objective for eac person, e scheduling approach most

I
nearly addressing the need for the de lvdery syste is called open entry/open exit.

Under this concept, each individual held-accountable to the same competency

level and must achieve objectives at hi" /her own rate-of learning. The

traditional approach of expecting all students to take the same amount of time

to learn any giyen segment of a program is not compatible with the require-

ments of the IEP,' which specify:learning time tobe-based upon the individua.'.s

capabilities, needs, and motivations.

)
Performante of the individual is emphasized in the,learning.process and in the

IEP.developmentin terms of the individual's own learning patterns and growth,

rather than grades based upon general comparison of the.individual with his/

her peerg-(competition). Compepencies achieved have more meaning to a

pro4pective employer, to the individual, and to the teacher, than- a letter

grade. Sttements: of achieved competencies communicate.

The IEP development process incorporates an ,emphasis on implementing individual

touneling principles as a shared responsibility. Vocational educators now

have the opportunity to become involved in couns ling as ah integral part of

programming.for instruction and learning in the velopment of the IEP.

HP-related evaluation is scheduled on an individual basis. Ongoing evaluation

in (a) the development of the IEP, kb) the assessment conference of therIEP

committee required at the end of one year, and (c) the implementation of, the

written IEP (the instructional'-learning process) must he established instead

of the traditional concept of educational evaluation which involve assessment

or measurement at the beginning and the end of a given section of course or

program.

Oevelopmentrof IEPs may occur during the school day, consequently, released

timefor-teachers may be needed for their participation in the pre:. ss.

Substitutes may be necessary for teachers whin are scheduled for IEP committee

meetings during clasS sessions. 'The amount of released time required for

vocational education teachers to assist in the development of the IFP will

vary; depending.upon restrictions of teacher contracts:, on the use of teac:-.er

time,iandmpon the numbers of handicapped students which the teacher is

instructing.

Cooperative planning for the individual student, instead of single teacher

planning for teaching. a group of students by establishing one set of goals



.directed toward a so-called,average level for the group, is at least implied

for handicapped. students. Of course, the impact and effectiveness of this

approach in.practice will depend upon the attitudes of those involved.

Although the vocational educator comprises only one position within the 1EP

committee, heoor she holds the key to effectiveness of the application -f the

IEP in vocational education. The attitude and commitment of the vocational

education teacher toward implementing the IEP, as intended by P.L. 94.142 and

its regulations, can certainly make a difference for the student.. Understanding

of the requirements and regulations, sensitivity to the needs of handicapped

individuals,. and commitment by administrators all contribute to the ultimate

effectiveness of the IEP in the education of handicapped students.

All"educators, including vocational educators, now have legal responsibility

to provide free and appropriate public education for handicapped individuals.

Prior to 1978, the responsibility was implied to be that of special educators

and even they were not directed to "seek out" handicapped persons. Historicaly, .

parents and/or medical doctors had determined whether .a handicapped Person

was.isolatedin the society. Although leadership responsibility for carryi .g

out the cooperative development of the IEP-lies with the special educator and

the local administrative representative, vocational educators must exercise

leadership in making-certain that they participate in the development of the

IEP for their students.
t

Vocational educators must also take leadership in educatini all school

personnel, pardilts, and handicapped students regarding the accessibility of

vocational education programs to handicapped individuals. Vocational

educators can demonstrate by modeling and by example, the use of 1pportive

services; adaptation of instructional materials, equipment and 'facilitie

and the,adjustmentof work placement for handicapped individuals through

specifie examples. Vocational education research and development is in a key

position to determine -and to justify the right of handicapped individuals to

have open access, to vocational education-programs, and to assess tne impact

of the IEP on the success of delivery of vocational education to handicapped

persons.

Vocational educators can assist in disproving some of the myths associated

with involvement of handicapped persons in vocational education and vocational

education work-related'activities in employment through their involvement in

the IEP committee. Committee interaction provides a natural setting for

consideration of "safety factors" related to specific types of- dysfunctions.

ThisaVoide-saking the sweeping generalization that it is unsafe for handi-_

capped persons to participate in vocational-education and/or similar eMploy-

to

ment settings. Similarly, the IEP development process offers the o

consider the employer or the individual.

Pportunity

th preservfe anti
of vocational educators must undergo

considerable change, if vocational educator2 are to have the significant_

leadership roles implied by the developmentLof the IEP. According to McKinney

(1978), "Certainly preService education of prospective vocational educators



falls short bf meeting the immediate needs in .the fields" (p. Basic

knowledge and understanding of the 11,.c., of handicapped persons and strategies
and resources to meet those needs must become an integral part of vocational
teacher, preparatiOn throughout all preservice and gra0uate level offerings.

Specific awareness-sensitivity experiences should be included in the inservice
education of vocational education teachers at the local district
Emphasis must be given to;

1. The counseling responsibilities of the vocation l education classroom

instructor

2. The relationship of student assessment data to the development of annual

' goals and short-term objectives

3. An understanding of adaptation/modification of materials, .equipment, and/
or facilities to meet individual needs

4. Resourcefulness in focusing on individual capabilities instead of
dysfunctions

S. Contributing in a cooperative role in the development of the IEP

Change in teacher preparation must be brought about through "broken front"
approaches or through multiple pressures on multiple fronts for change. For

example, parents must continue to press local school districts for open access
to vocational education programs for their handicapped children. There is no

better place to begin than in the IEP development. The school district in

turn should (a) make this need known to universities and colleges preparing
vocational education teachers, and (b) plan with staff, inservice programs to
meet staff needs relative to participation in the development of the IEP.
State department of vocational education personnel, in cooperatiT-1 with state
department of special education personnel and rehabilitation services commis-
sion personnel, must request legislators, state superintendents of instruction,
boards of regents, state departments of higher education, state departments of
labor, and others, as appropriate, to persuade colleges and universities to
employ cooperative planning and implementation of vocational teacher prep-
aration programs. Teacher education must serve the information, knowledge,
and-experience needs of prospective teachers relative to, teaching handicapped

individuals in vocational education. State*partments .of vocational and
special education should also provide technical assistance and conduct regional/

local inservice workshops for local district leadershippersonnel to develop

understanding and expertise in the development of IEPs. Parents, educators, and

the general public must educate and advocate for local district and higher

education adjustments of vocational education delivery systems to facilitate

accessibility and development of individualized education programs.

Shortages of support personnet. and resources must be addressed by local

district administrators. Hughes ( 978) recommends that:



Utilization of existing Support ffersonnel be increased and that-

additional support personnel be made available....Support person-
nel includeclassroom aides and specialists 'to work directly with
the regular occupational education instructor, providing assistance
directly in the classroom /shop /lab. (p. 9-10) .

Also included are supportive services, such. as psychological services,.speech

and hearing services,.and vocational rehabilitation services. Many of the

preceding changes have fiscal'implications, either in terms of a need for

additional fiscal resources or a redistribution of funds.based upon review of

priorities. Hughes suggests an increased emphasis on pooling of.funding
allocations among school districts for establishing cooperative programs and

services.

There is a particular need. to coordinate services among schools and community

agencies. As more research information beciiies available, required alterations

and additional changes in the vocational education delivery system(s), as well

as the extent of change, will become known and clarified.

ONGOING,RESEARcH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS_
RELATED 'TA SOME TEP IMPLICATtOWAIESCRftED

Resealkh prdjectS to assess the need for and barriers to "mains earning". handl-

capped students'into regular vocational education programs are being sUpported

I

11by the" .S. Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

;under the'Vocationai Education Act of 1463, as amended in 1968 and 1976.
',Other projects, also being supported Under this act, involve the development

of criteria for the identification.of various types of handicaps. These

projects have already produced significant information that is forming the

ba0s for planning and operating vocational programs for the special needs

\students. Unfortunately, re'Search is just bbginning to uncover that which is

needed to effectively develop and implement,IEPs.

(Some projects presently underway will furnish additional information that will

:strengthen the range and qudlity of vocational programs. Sellers and Gordon

(1978) furnish reports-of a number of current projects. For example, one
study, "Assess Strategies for. Handicapped in Vocational Education," at Texas
A and .M University, will establish competencies for successful entry into
Selected occupations in the areas of agricUlture, home economics, and trade

and industry. The resulting. materials' will assist administrators and teachers
in serving individuals'with speaal.needs through an-open-entry, open - exit-

model.'..

At the University o isconsin-Madison Tindall et al. are in the process of
developing An 4n -service training model for modifying vocational, programs',.

Another project "A CUiriculuM Management System for Instructing the Handi
..^n,,ne.A (rvA:oet at, Rostoh University. nlans to use teams of vocational



education and special education personnel directed by university'spedialists\'

in the planning, development, atd,testing of curriculum and instructional

resource materials that can be used to supplement regular vocational programs.

The strategies and standards resulting- from this project will be-a part of a

curriculum management system that can be used-as dmodel.

An effort to improve the cost-effectiveness of inservice training of special

needs teachers is also underway. "Development and Implementation of an

Innovative Program of Vocational Special Needs Teachdr Preparation," at the

University of. Idaho, is a projectto develop two courses entitled "Identifica-

tion of Vocational Needs Students" and "Vocational. Special Needs Met,hods.'!

The six vocational teachers who participate in the eight-week session will

later offer the courses to teachers in their, respective schools. The cast-

effectiveness of this dnservice delivery system is presently being comp red.

to the cost-eff tiveness of the itinerant teacher, training system which was

utilized prior this project. year.

The American Institutes for Research in Palo Alto, CA is developing workshop

materials for vocational administrators responsible for 'mainstreaming" stu-'

dents with special- neqds. These materials will be concerned with. the primary

areas that administrators must consider in-serving the handicapped students.

The findings of these ongoing projects may only begin to reveal what is

required to previde'effective vocational delivery systems and instructional'

materials for handicapped students, and for the teachers and administrators

responsible for preparing, IEPs in vocational education for them. Perhaps

a more significant consequence to be expected' will be the "opening of minds,"

change of attitudes and behaviors, creation ofawareness of needs of'handiL

'capped persons,- and an extension of the knowledge base among the various

participants in the development of I0s. c-

AJTRIZATIO REQU REMENTS'FOR.DEVELOING

THE IEP

, Both effective and ineffective-experiences in developing and implementing

IEPs should be shared with others in order to eliminate the duplication of

trial and error. This requireS applications, interpretations; translations,

dissemination of research studies, preservice and inservice training workshops(

and teacher education courses, and courses that will assure proper development

and utilization of vocational delivery systems and instructional materials.

Vocational teachers must develop the competencies of several roles if they

are to provide quality services to handicapped students. Rosenberg and

Nathanson '(1978) reported thedeveropment of,a.model training program that

combines duration competencies needed for training handi-

capped pkople in vocational Allis: "The purpose of the program is to .equip

the professionals, whoTrovide.services for 'the handicapped, for the following

vnipc! iretrictor. diaenostician, Prescriptive behavior manager, advocate,



.

As teachers assume these roles' they should have
1

access to resources that

include available instructional materiati and procedures appropriate to

individual special needs. Research, staff training, and dissemination efforts
are important activities that should be given priority in planning, for the

development of IEPs.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary goal of is \document is to assist local vocational education

personnel in servin dividuals-with special needs according to the require-

ments of several laws, especially P.L.'94-142. Specifically; the preceding

;material

has: focused on the following considerations:

A definition of the IEP describing the elements and the criteria used

to judge its adequarcy

A general description of procedures used 'to identify needs through an

exploratory and diagnostic process, nd an analysis of the diagnostic

data results in relationship to an-in vidual'S career goals

a
A cussion of pres 'bed components and requirements for developing

an IEP for vocational e ucation students

An examination of proce ural.plans, such as scheduling, managing, and

evaluating, in the dev opment of the IEP
le

S. A review .of 0Sults from the IEP development process and the signifiecnce

dV ongoing r4search projects related to problems and needs of providing

fi.ee, appropriate public education for the handicappedappropriate

A discussion of past, present, and future implications for changes in

vocational delivery systems

A review of current IEP- related research and development projects\

8, An examinationpf utilization requirements, including staff-training,

research, and dissemination activities, for the'development and imPlemen-

tfttion of IEPs

A review:of critical issues,concerninvIEPs in vocational education for

handicapped stateuts

In order for handicapped individuals selecting vocational education programs

t.-o receive the benefits of IEPs-, vocational educators heed specialized

informat or, knowledge; and Understanding nertaining to the following

considerations:



Handi capping onditions-and capa li.ties I
1,

Instruments and methods for di nosing, p i g, managing, and evaluat lig
1

Appropriate instructional materials for d fferent learning styles and indivi-'

dual handicappidg needs

AdministratiVe procedures for ,planning

other cooperating agencies

Monitoring, evaluating, reporting
rents involved

Previous and current research will/Provide some basis for administrators to

plan and establish vocational education programs for development of IEPs. Unfoi-

tunately, these program may lack' competent staff Proficient in all the skills'

and knowledge required. Untrained, uncommitted teachers and administrators who

have failed to accept the responsibilities of the various roles involved in

developing and implementing an IEP form barriers to effective operation. The

lack of time and money needed to serve the handicapped,is a critical issue that

will riot be+settled quickly or soon, but alternative measures can produce IEPs

that have some credibility, If IEPlaccountability'is'to become a reality,

changes in the Vocational education delivery system must be examined empirically.

The research literature supports e fact that there are .no, simple ansv:rs to
the Complex problemp facing educators who are responsible for developing, the

IEP. There are, however,,significant findings and developments that suggest

certain recommendations for local, state, and federal'agencies. It is in that

context that the following recOmmendations are offered.

and coordinating programs with

and.communicating with students and pa-/
L

RECOMMENDATIONS

Any public agency that has the responsibility of formulating policies and/or

'serving the handicapped student is obligated by law to develop an IEP. For

this reason, the following guidelines are offered for successful, development

of the IEP, for handicapped persons in vocational education:

1. Select as vocational education staff menbers persons who are commi teg

to serving handicapped students, and who are willing to learn how to

'develop and implement IEPs.

Review listings of recommended assessment instruments and activities and

select these that can.apprepriately identify vocational education needs

according to-the student's career goals.

Establish-exploratory work sample evaluation and occupational information

experiences' and programs that provide "hands-on" activities and information



Analyze and list the erequisite academic; evocational, and vocational

skills and knowledge required by students for different vocational courses;

Review available instructional materials; select and/or adapt those that

are needed by students with -differentlearning styles and different.handi-

caps, and suggest them as appropriate in the development of IEP s art-
:

Review various course-specific instructional materials far vdca lanai

ucationsofferings; select those suitable for students with different

capabilities and dysfunctions. 4

term bjectives.'

Analyze the learning efiViro nts in terms of the partfcipating require-

ments, apd modify equipment terials,.and facilities where needed to

accommodate the,various handle ps.

Arrange for pre and inservic s a f training that will provide the

adequate skills, knowledge, and attitudes necessary to develop and

implement tl IEP..

Consider the handicapping conditions and numbers of students involve

as planning and assigning of support staff, such as aides, are coveted.

Be sure that the ratio of staf4rmembers to students is adequate.

ratio of 1:15 in a regular pro ram and:a ratio of 1:5 for severely,handi-

capped persons are considered acceptable:

.

10. Designran initial IEP firm that includes space for personal and initial

diagnostic infbrmation, goals and objectives sections, estimated time

allotment for the achievement of the goals and objectives, specific,

educational and support services, names of-persons resnonsib ).e for the

, development of the IEP, percent'of time, beginning and ending dates for

short-term objectives, review dates, names of IEP team members, date of

IEP team meetings, and criteria for evaluating achievement of annual

goals.

Refine the IEP on a supplementary form by indicating the specific -tens

that will be taken -to-provide the instructienal services outlined in the

IEP. The implementeri.the vocational education teacher receiving the

handicapped student,should.be responsible for this Task,analysea,

stated.objectives, criteria for mastery of each ohjectiverlArning
_

-strategies and/ortechniques, instructional materials. and equipment,

starting and ending date.foreach.objective, and any other pertinent

information should be specified in the IEP.

Establish central files for storing the initial diagnostic information in

order that personnel may review the information concerning necessary

changes in the.prescriptions. As a student completes the given pre

scriptien'suCcessfully, the prescription with the forMative and evaluative

data should be placed in the central file:



Slore IEPs undergoing implementationWith the vocational instructor until

the student completes the program or is terminated for her reasons.

Install ongoing evaluation procedures to provide daily, weekly, monthly,

and annual feedback relative to student ntogress, staff.activities, and

system efficiency. This feedback should enhance management decisions and

action which can be utilized in'correcting and/or solving problems.

.
Establish contingency management techniques that will reinforce effective

learning and motivate students to increase their performance rate.

Include. vocational teachers on the IEP development team and schedule_
adequate time Tor them to meet with theother team members.

Provide skills or resource'personnetfor developing the required materials

-needed to accommodate the special needs of individUalOf appropriate
instructional instruments- are not available.

18. Provide individualiied instructional program resources in suitable

'instructional-media modes for reading, language, arithmetic, and living

skills devel6pment at different grade levels.

19. Establish work sample etraining for prevocational or related
exploratory instruction' that uses "hands-on" activities utilizing

simulators and/or the real world tools and equipment.

1

20. Develop/prescribe criterion-rferenCed
skills and knowledge needed.

ermance tests_to determine the

21. Observe student behaviors to identify_ work habits and to obtain'an

indication of attitudes that need tb be improved.

22. Prescribe positive behavioral change approa hes, utilizing individual

and group counseling processes.

23, Develop combined resource programs of two _ more school districts when

school enrollments are small and/or suffi ent fiscal resources are' not'

available to provide adequate services.

24. Record all-efforts to assist'each indiViduarin achievingthe stated IEP

goals and objectives °These accountability records will be-helpful

the event parents complain, or due process procedures are invoked.

25. Provide training for parents, as feasible, in order Zhat-they. will be able

to understand the terminology:and procedures used by the team in

developing and AmplementAng the IEP,'

vat'. 'Develop activity checklists for developing, implementing, monitoring, and

evaluating thei IEP. Each activity should be checked as it i completed

by the team or by individual members of the team.



PrePare Progress reports for tie student and parents at regular intervals,

such as at the end of a quer er This student nrogrOSs should be

compared regularly to the objectives established in the IEP development.

28 Monitor-all record-keeping procedures', such as where data are stored,

whether goals and shortrteim objecthres-are met, and whether changes In

the. IEP should be or have.been made.

29. Convene the,IEP eiat least once a year with team members to

conduct a summative evaluation to Consider the student's progress in

terths of goal statements; the student's projected schedule to exit

to another program; and any necessary adjustments. The team's

efficiency(in develciping and implementing the IEP should be considered

and ways to improve future functioninc should be noted.

Obtain parental consent for any major program changes that result: from

the annual evaluation.

3 Give consideration to participation in an in-depth research project in

which,. effects Of IEPs are empirically tested by accepted research

techniques.

32. Keep detailed records of expenditures for services to the handicapped

students in order to determine the excess cost in providing the services

in regular vocational education programs.

33. Support the development of instructidnel modules which are,aneropriate

to different learning styles and various-tyPes-o,g handicapping needs

of individuAls.

If adoptedfithese redommendations can lead to effective development of the

IEP fer handicapped students in vocational education-fstudents who require

and are
::

Itr,11 t

°

special consideration. It is this consideration that

can n



APPENDIk A

Education-Plan and Progreu Chart

y, A Modal for Training Pre-Service T i to Davalop individualized
promoted at the Annual International Conyention,,The Council for Excep-
City, 1978, pp. 20, 21, 22.
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APPENDIX B

A Sample Indhiklualized Education Program

By Barton B. Pr r and others, IEP Handbook: A reether Manuel for-the lrpplementot
of public Law 91-14 Blue Ball, Pennsylvania: Montgomery County, Intermedi te Unit 23, 1978,

pp. 94:101,155, 178.



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

If a special education student is receivingyoational training at one of the area Vocational
Technical Schools, the nature of his/her program must be considered before it is included in the
I E P If the program is essentially unmodified in am/ way, annual goals and short-term objectives

- are not required but a statement of integration should be included to reflect thivarticipation.

however, special education student js receiVingNocational training at one of the area
Vocational Technical Schools, and the program has odified in some way to meet his/her

-Jividual learning needs, this should be listed, under his/h rimary assignment with documenta-
tion of goals and objectives for the courses he/she is taking. I this case, a Vocational Technical

representstive must be invited to Participate in the I E P Planning Meeting: At that meeting,
vent may request modifications's' long as the modifications are a part of the available pro-

grams. .

If a special education student is participating in a work study or job placement program, this
should be included under primary assignment in the statement of integration.



VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

If an exceptional_ student goes to Vocational Technical hoof and the program is essentially
unmodified in any way, is an IEP necessary?

Annuli goals or short-term objectives would not be necessary but ement of
integration should be included under primary assignment.

2. Who will write IEP s for students in Vocational Technical School when the Vocational Tech-
nical program is modified? Is it the job of the Vocational Technical teacher or will the class
room teacher write, it and send it to the Vocational Technical Center?

A Vocational Technical School representative must be invited to mist the writing
efforts at the IEP Manning meeting.

How is work study being\included in the IEP?

Worn study should be included in the statement of nteg 'on as part of Primary

ment.

I-1(3w are job placement programs being handled?

_Job placement should be included in the statement of integration as pert of
primary assignment.
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STUDENT NAME Torn Turbo

DATE IEP WRITTEN 3/6/78

PRESENT EDUCATION LEVELS

Describe the student's preSent educational levels (educational strengths/weaknesses)

in appropriate curricular areas. These may include, but are not limited to, academic

achievement; vocational skills; self-help skills; social adaptation,. emotional maturity;

motor skills; hearing functioning; visual functioning (orientation and mobility); and
speech/language skills. When appropriate, indicate the name of the test/instrument
used, and the date of testing.

As reflected on an Informal Reading Inventory Tom is reading at an independent level of 6th

grade, an instructional level of 6th grade, and a frustration level of 7th grade. Results show Tom's

word attack skills to be strong, he has a strong foundation of all consonants, consonant blends,

vowels anciyowel diagrapht. Tom also shows strength in locating the facts. His weak areas in corn-

prehension are getting the main idea, drawing conclusions, and following directions.

Results on the Key Math show Torn working on a 4th grade math level. He has a firm founda-,

tion of basic facts in addition, subtraction, and miiltipliCation. Weak areas include division, measure-

ment, fraction, money, word problems, arddecimals.

Results on the Prognostic Test of Mechanical Abilities show Tom's strengths in addition, sub-

traction, and multiplication. He also could identify whole inch measurement, and tools. Weaknesses

were shown in iantifying the tools function, numerous problems were also shown in spatial rela-

tionships.



4

STUDENT NAME Joni Turbo

DATE I EP WRITTEN 3/6/78

INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS
AND ANNUAL GOALS

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION
PROCEDURES (INCLUDE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR,
CONDITIONS, AND,CRITERIA)

Torn will increase his knowl-
edge of content areas in at

C an a ruler Torn will be able to identify 1/8
1/4, and 1/2 inch gradients with 80% accuracy.

Using a ruler, Torn will be able to measure lengths
to the nearest 1/2, 1/4, and `t1 /8 inch with 80%
accuracy.

Given a variety of shapes, Torn will be able to
identify fractional parts with 85% accuracy.

4. Using a visual aid, Torn will be able to convert
fractions to decimals and decimals to fractions
with 95% accuracy.



INS RUCTIONAL AREAS
AN ANNUAL GOALS

Torn will increase his
coMputational skills in
matt,.

STUDENT NAME Tom Turbo

IDATE IEP WRITTEN 3/6/78

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION
PROCEDURESIINCLUDE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR,
CONDITIONS, AND CRITERIA)

Givers 20 problems, Torn will be able to multiply
a two-digit number by a two-digit number with
75% accuracy.

2. During a math period, Torn will recall the basic
division facts for zero to nine tables with 100%

accuracy.



STUDENT NAME

DATE IEF' WRITTEN

Torn Turbo

6 /7S

INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS
AND ANNUAL GOALS

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION
PROCEDURES (INCLUDE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR,
CONDITIONS, AND CRITERIA)

Torn will increase his
application skills in math.

When given a specific amount of motley, Tom
will be able to, buy an object and determine the
correct amount of change with 90% accuracy.

During,a math period, Torn will be able to com-
pute the value of certain objects, and determine
the correct amount of money necessary to buy
these objects with 95% accuracy.

During a math period, Torn will be able to solve
any woiJ problem using the appropriate opera-
tion with 80% accuracy.



STUDENT_ NAME Tom Turbo

DATE IEP WRITTEN 3/6/78

INSTRUCTIONAL AREAS
AND ANNUAL GOALS:

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES AND EVALUATION
PROCEDURES (INCLUDE TERMINAL BEHAVIOR,
CONDITIONS AND CRITERIA) \Lie

Vocational Reeding

Tom will, progress in reading
level from that point at which
his proficiency has been
demonstrated.

Given textbooks and related materials, Torn will
work to improve skills in which he has demon-
strated deficiencies as mowed by day to day
classwork and informal reading inventories. He will
use materials that are appropriate to his expressed
areas c. r.erest and needs as determined by in-
terest entories, by standardized tests and
informal reading inventories.



.JNSTRUCTIONALAREAS
AND ANNUAL GOALS_

Machine Shop

STUDENT NAME Torre Turbo

DATE IEP WRITTEN en,

5a.IMPE.....JEMF..114.4141ME.

SHORT TERM OBJECTIVES ANCOVALUATiON
PROCEDURES (INCLME TERMINAL BEHAVIOFI,,
comp 'LIONS. AND CRITERIA)

Torn will learn to ret Op and
operate a variety of marine
tools.

Contingent upon the level of understanding of the
material prerented to Tom and as a supplemental
individuai aid to the presentation of wcik dyne' N him;
zpecialized help will Le provir;ed by the in -house special
educeflin department personnel.

Using the textbook and '41-',op nt, will be
perform and/or understand tf. following oper-

ations correctly as j4dged by the teacher,.

Lathe Operation
a. Facing
b. Turning
c. Boring
d. Threading

Drill Press 0xration
a. Layout,
b. Center 'Drilling
c. Counter Boring
d. Teo Alignment

Floor Grinder.
. Lathe Tool Bit Grinding

b. Drill -Bit Grinding

Will r MiscHrie
Fitm Ailling
An9ule Milling

a: Simple indexing

b. Horizontal and Vertical Bandsaw
a. Cut Off Stock
b., Contour Cutting to Specifications

Bench Work
a.' Filin5'
1..



APPENDIX C

ividualized Education Program: Sample Form

By Colleen S. Blankenship, Illinois Interim Resource Manua for Preparing Individualized
Educational Programs. Springfield: Illinois State DepArtment of Education, 1977, pp. 37-40.
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